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Draft March 26, 2010 

Exhibit __ to Ordinance ______ 

 

 

Reasons for Designating Areas in Multnomah County as 

 Urban Reserves or Rural Reserves 

 

I.  Introduction 

 

Reserves designations proposed for Multnomah County were developed analysis of the urban 

and rural reserves factors by the County’s Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC), consideration 

of the analysis in briefings and hearings before the Multnomah County Planning Commission 

and Board of County Commissioners,  discussion in regional forums including the Reserves 

Steering Committee, Core 4, and public and government input derived through the county 

Public Involvement Plan for Urban and Rural Reserves and the regional Coordinated Public 

Involvement Plan. Record Index #____.    

 

The Multnomah County Board appointed a CAC to consider technical analysis of the 

statutory and administrative rule factors,  to make  recommendations to County decision 

makers, and to involve Multnomah County citizens and stakeholders in development of the 

proposed County reserves plan.   The make up of the 15  member committee was structured to 

include a balance of citizens with both rural and urban values.  The rural members were 

nominated by County recognized neighborhood organizations from the four affected rural 

plan areas to the extent possible.  The CAC developed a suitability assessment and reserves 

recommendations in monthly meetings between May 2008 and August 2009.   

 

The approach to developing the proposed reserves plan began with analysis of the study area 

by the CAC.  The county study area was divided into areas corresponding to the four affected 

county Rural Area Plans, and further segmented using the Oregon Department of Agriculture 

(ODA) mapping for a total of eight county subareas. Record Index #_____.  The phases of the 

CAC work included 1) setting the study area boundary, 2) identification of candidate urban 

and rural reserve areas, and 3) suitability recommendations based on how the subareas met the 

urban factors in OAR 660-027-0050 and the rural factors in -0060.  The results of the 

suitability assessment are summarized in the attached ranking table and maps. Record Index 

#___.  

 

The Multnomah County Planning Commission considered the CAC results and public 

testimony in a public hearing in April 2009, and the Board of County Commissioners 

conducted a public hearing to forward recommendations to Core 4 for regional consideration 

in September, 2009.   Additional Board hearings, public outreach, and regional discussion 

resulted in the Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between Multnomah County and Metro 

approved February 25, 2010.  The IGA is a preliminary reserves decision that is the 

prerequisite to this proposed plan amendment as provided in the administrative rule. Record 

Index #____. 
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II.  CAC Analysis, Candidate Areas and Suitability Rankings 

 

The initial phase of analysis by the CAC considered the location of the regional study area 

boundary in Multnomah County.  This, together with an overview of the various studies and 

the factors was the content of CAC meetings 1 through 3. Record Index #____.  The first 

major phase of the analysis, identifying Candidate areas for urban and rural reserve focused 

on the first rural factor, the potential for urbanization to narrow the amount of land for further 

study as rural reserve.  This occurred in CAC meetings 3 through 9, and resulted in agreement 

that all of the study area in Multnomah County should continue to be studied for rural reserve.  

Data sources studied included the Oregon Departments of Agriculture and Forestry (ODA) 

and (ODF) studies, Landscape Features study, aerial photos, existing land use, and 

information from committee members, and the public. Record Index #____. 

 

The urban candidate areas assessment focused on urban factors in Oregon Administrative 

Rule (OAR 660-027-0050(1) and (3) to consider the relative efficiency of providing key 

urban services.  This work relied on the technical memos and maps provided by the regional 

water, sewer, and transportation work groups comprised of technical staff from each of the 

participating jurisdictions.  This information resulted in rankings on the efficiency of 

providing services to the study area.    The CAC also considered information related to urban 

suitability including the Great Communities study, a report on industrial lands constraints, 

infrastructure rating criteria, and physical constraint (floodplain, slope, and distance from 

UGB) maps in their analysis.  In addition, input from Multnomah County “edge” cities and 

other local governments, and testimony by property owners informed the assessment and 

recommendations.  Rankings were low, medium, or high for suitability based on efficiency. 

Throughout this process effort was made to provide both urban and rural information at 

meetings to help balance the work. Record Index #____. 

   

The suitability recommendations phase studied information relevant to ranking each of the 

urban and rural factors for all study areas of the county and took place in CAC meetings 10 

through 16. Record Index #____.  The approach entailed application of all of the urban and 

rural factors and suitability rankings of high, medium, or low for their suitability as urban or 

rural reserve based on those factors.  Technical information included data from the prior 

phases and hazard and buildable lands maps, Metro 2040 design types maps, extent of the use 

of exception lands for farming, zoning and partitioning.   During this period, the CAC 

continued to receive information from citizen participants at meetings, from local 

governments, and from CAC members. Record Index #____.  The group was further informed 

of information present in the regional Steering Committee forum, and of regional public 

outreach results. Record Index #____ through____.  The product of the CAC suitability 

assessment is a report dated 8/26/09 that contains rankings and rationale for urban and rural 

reserve for each area. Record Index #____. 
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III. Urban Reserves in Multnomah County 

  

Urban Reserve 1C:  East of Gresham 

This 855-acre area lies east of and adjacent to the Springwater employment area that was 

added to the UGB in 2002 as a Regionally Significant Industrial Area (RSIA). Record Index 

#____.   It is bounded by Lusted Rd on the north, SE 302
nd

 Ave. and Bluff Rd. on the east, 

and properties on the north side of Johnson Creek along the south edge.  The area is identified 

as Foundation Agricultural Land. 

 

However, the urban reserve area contains three public schools within the Gresham Barlow 

School District that were built prior to adoption of the statewide planning goals.  It also 

includes the unincorporated rural community of Orient.  The area is the most suitable area 

proximate to Troutdale and Gresham to accommodate additional growth of the Springwater 

employment area and is the only area adjacent to the UGB on the northeast side of the region 

with characteristics that make it attractive for industrial use.  

 

The urban factors suitability analysis produced by the CAC and staff ranked this area as 

medium on most factors.  The analysis notes that there are few topographic constraints for 

urban uses including employment, that the existing rural road grid integrates with Gresham, 

and that it is near employment land within Springwater that has planned access to US 26.   

Concern about minimizing adverse effects to farming was noted, although this factor was 

ranked medium also. 

 

The rural reserve suitability assessment generally considers the larger Foundation Agricultural 

Land area between Gresham/Troutdale and the Sandy River Canyon as a whole.  The analysis  

notes the existence of scattered groups of small parcels zoned as exception land in the 

southwest part of the area, including the Orient rural community.  The lack of effective 

topographic buffering along the Gresham UGB, and the groups of small parcels in the rural 

community resulted in a “medium” ranking on the land use pattern/buffering factor.  The 

CAC found the area as highly suitable for rural reserve, and indicated that the north half of the 

area was most suitable for urban reserve if needed. 

    

This area was ranked as the most suitable for urbanization in Multnomah County in the 

suitability assessment.   Gresham  indicated its ability and desire to provide services to  this 

area primarily for employment.  The area is also suitable for continued agricultural use.  

However, as noted above, the presence of the Orient community, areas of small parcels, and 

lack of topography that buffers the area from adjacent urban development make this the most 

appropriate area for urbanization.  

 

Additional support for urban/industrial designation in this general area was received from 

several sources including Metro in the Chief Operating Officer’s report, the State of Oregon 

agency letter, Port of Portland, and Economic Development stakeholder group. Record Index 

#____, _____.  Concern for protection of Johnson Creek was expressed by environmental 

stakeholders, and is addressed by holding the southern urban reserve edge to the north of the 

creek. Record Index #____. The position of the area on the east edge of the region adds 

balance to the regional distribution of urban reserve, and employment land in particular.  All 
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of the rural land in this area is Foundation land, however, the proposed urban reserve is the 

best choice to address employment land needs in this part of the region. 

 

 

IV  Rural Reserve in Multnomah County 

 

Area 1B  West of Sandy River (Clackanomah in Multnomah County) 

This map area includes the northeast portion of the regional study area. Record Index #____.  

Subareas studied by the CAC in the suitability assessment include Government, McGuire and 

Lemon Islands (Area 1), East of Sandy River (Area 2), Sandy River Canyon (Area 3), and 

West of Sandy River (Area 4). Record Index #____.  The  Troutdale/Gresham UGB forms the 

west edge, the  Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area is the north boundary, and the 

Study Area edge and county line are the east and south boundaries.  With the exception of the 

Government Islands group, all of this area is either Foundation or Important Agricultural 

Land.   In addition, all except the southeast quadrant is within 3 miles of the UGB. Record 

Index #____. 

   

Rural reserve is proposed from the eastside of the UGB eastward to the eastern edge of the 

Sandy River Canyon except for the urban reserve area 1C (see Section III above).  An area 

adjacent to the City of Troutdale in the northwest corner of the area is proposed to remain 

undesignated in order to provide potential expansion for future land needs identified by the 

City.   The Government Islands group would remain rural land since it already has long term 

protection from urbanization as indicated by the Port of Portland .   

 

The Sandy River Canyon is a high value landscape feature and is made up of either 

Foundation or Important Agricultural Land.    The canyon and associated uplands are not 

suitable for urbanization due to steep slopes associated with the river and its tributaries.  The 

canyon forms a landscape-scale edge between urban areas on the west and for rural lands to 

the east and ranked high in the suitability analysis on additional key rural factors of: sense of 

place, wildlife habitat, and access to recreation.   The east rural reserve edge corresponds 

approximately to the county Scenic River overlay zone, and maintains continuity of the 

canyon feature by continuing the reserve designation further than 3 miles from the UGB to the 

county line.   

 

Areas 9A through 9E  West Multnomah County 

This map area includes the north portion of the regional study area.  Subareas studied by the 

CAC in the suitability assessment include NW Hills North (Area 5), West Hills South (Area 

6), Powerline/Germantown Road-South (Area7), Sauvie Island (Area 8), and Multnomah 

Channel (Area 9). Record Index #____.   

 

Area 9A – 9C –Powerlines/Germantown Road-South 

This area lies south of Germantown Road and the Powerline corridor where it rises from the 

toe of the west slope of the Tualatin Mountains up to the ridge at Skyline Blvd. Record Index 

#____.  The north edge of the area is the start of the Conflicted Agricultural Land section that 

extents south along the Multnomah/Washington County line to the area around Thompson Rd. 

and the Forest Heights subdivision in the City of Portland.   The area is adjacent to 
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unincorporated urban land in Washington County on the west, and abuts the City of Portland 

on the east.  Most of the area is mapped as Important Landscape Features that begin adjacent 

to Forest Park and continue west down the slope to the county line.  Areas along the lower 

flatter areas at the county line are not mapped as Important Landscape Features.  The area is a 

mix of headwaters streams, upland forest and open field wildlife habitat.  

   

The CAC ranked the area “medium-high suitability” for rural reserve based on Important 

Landscape Features mapping, local observations of wildlife use of the area, Metro target 

acquisition, extent of county and Metro  protections for habitat, and proximity to Forest Park.  

The CAC further ranked factors for sense of place, ability to buffer urban/rural interface, and 

access to recreation as high.   While there was conflicting evidence regarding capability of the 

area for long-term forestry and agriculture, the CAC ranked the area as medium under this 

factor. Record Index #____. 

 

The CAC also evaluated the area against the urban factors and ranked it “low suitability” for 

urban generally, with the exception of areas 9A and 9B.   Areas 9A and 9B resulted in a split 

of the CAC between “low” and “medium” rankings.  The majority of the area contains 

topography that limits efficient urban service provision and would result in unacceptable 

impacts to Important Landscape Features should urban development occur.  Subsequent 

information, including  letters  from the City of Portland that describe difficulties for 

urbanization in the area generally and these subareas in particular is instructive. Record Index 

#____.  Limitations cited by the City include unresolved governance similar to the situation 

the county has struggled with in regard to the Bonny Slope (Area 93) UGB expansion area, 

off-site impacts to rural roads that connect the area to Portland, and potential traffic impacts to 

Forest Park among others. Record Index #____ and ____.        

 

The proposed rural reserve designation for all of area 9A – 9C recognizes and preserves the 

landscape features values that there has been so much testimony about in the reserves process. 

Record Index #____.    The small scale agriculture and woodlots should be able to continue 

and provide local amenities for the area.  Rural reserve for this area is supported not only by 

the weight of responses from the public, but by the Planning Commission and the regional 

deliberative body MPAC as well. Record Index #____ and ____. 

 

Governance is cited as one of the most important factors in the Great Community study, and 

because Multnomah County does not provide urban services, resolution requires  that a city be 

in a position to plan and serve new urban communities.  At this time there is not a city in a 

position to provide urban services.  Beaverton is over 2 miles to the south and the time within 

which it could become contiguous is uncertain.  Proposed rural reserve isolates Portland from 

these areas precluding annexation during the reserves planning period. Record Index #____. 

 

9D and 9F – West Hills North and South, Multnomah Channel 

This area extends from the Powerlines/Germantown Rd. area northward to the county line, 

with Sauvie Island and the west county line as the east/west boundaries.  All of the area is 

proposed as rural reserve.  Agricultural designations are Important Agricultural Land in 9D, 

and Foundation Land in area 9F.   All of area 9D is within 3 miles of the UGB, and the 3 mile 

line from Scappoose extends south to approximately Rocky Point Road in area 9F.   
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All of the Multnomah Channel area is an Important Landscape Feature, and the interior area 

from approximately Rocky Point Rd. south to Skyline Blvd. is a large contiguous block on the 

Landscape Features map. Record Index #____.  This interior area is steeply sloped and 

heavily forested, and is known for high value wildlife habitat and as a wildlife corridor 

between the coast range and Forest Park.  It is also recognized as having high scenic value as 

viewed from both east Portland and Sauvie Island, and from the US 26 corridor on the west.  

Landscape features mapping south of Skyline includes both Rock Creek and Abbey Creek 

headwaters areas that abut the City of Portland on the east and follow the county line on the 

west.  

 

The potential for urbanization north of the Cornelius Pass Rd. and Skyline intersection in area 

9D, and all of 9F, was ranked by the CAC as low.   Limitations to development in the 

Tualatin Mountains include steep slope hazards,  difficulty to provide urban transportation 

systems and other key services of sewer and water.    Areas along Multnomah Channel were 

generally ranked low by due to physical constraints including the low lying land that is 

unprotected from flooding.  Additional limitations are due to the narrow configuration of the 

land form between US 30 and the river coupled with extensive public ownership, and low 

efficiency for providing key urban services. Record Index #____.   Subsequent information 

suggested a higher ranking for urban development is appropriate given proximity of US 30 to 

the area.  

 

This area is proposed for rural reserve even though urbanization potential is low.  Of greater 

importance is the high sense of place value of the area.  The significant public response in 

favor of rural reserve affirms the CAC rankings on this  factor.  In addition,  the high value 

wildlife habitat connections to Forest Park and along Multnomah Channel, the position of this 

part of the Tualatin Mountains as forming edges to the urban areas of both Scappoose and the 

Portland Metro region further support the rural reserve designation.     

  

 

9F -  Sauvie Island 

This area was assessed as Area 8 by the County CAC. Record Index #____.  The island is 

entirely Foundation Agricultural Land, and is mapped as an Important Landscape Feature.   

Large areas at the north and south extents of the island are within 3 miles of the Scappoose 

and Portland UGBs.  The low lying land presents difficulties for efficient urbanization 

including the need for improved infrastructure to protect it from flooding, and additional 

costly river crossings that would be needed for urban development.  The CAC ranked the 

island low on all urban factors indicating low potential for urbanization.   

 

The island is a key Landscape Feature in the region, ranking high for sense of place, wildlife 

habitat, and recreation access.  The island defines the northern extent of the Portland-

Metropolitan region at a broad landscape scale.  These characteristics justify a rural reserve 

designation of the island even though potential for urbanization is low. 
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V.  Statewide Planning Goals Compliance 

 

MCC Chapter 11.05.180 Standards for Plan and Revisions requires legislative plan 

amendments comply with the applicable Statewide Planning goals pursuant to ORS 

197.175(2)(a).  These findings show that the reserves plan amendments are consistent with the 

goals, and they therefore comply with them.   

 

 

GOAL 1: CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT 

To develop a citizen involvement program that insures the opportunity for citizens to be 

involved in all phases of the planning process. 

 

The process of studying, identifying, and designating reserves began in January of 2008, with 

formation of the regional Reserves Steering Committee, adoption of a Coordinated Public 

Involvement Plan to coordinate the work flow, and formation of county committees to assess 

reserve areas and engage the public.  Record Index ##___and ___.  

 

Multnomah County incorporated the coordinated plan into the plan followed for the county 

process, and this plan was reviewed by the Multnomah County Office of Citizen Involvement 

Board. Record Index #____.  In addition to providing opportunity for public involvement 

listed below, the county plan incorporated a number of tools including internet pages with 

current and prior meeting agendas and content, web surveys, mailed notices to property 

owners, email meeting notifications, news releases and meeting and hearing notices, 

neighborhood association meetings, and an internet comment link.  

 

 Key phases of the project in Multnomah County included:    

 

• The Multnomah County Reserves Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) developed their 

suitability assessments and recommendations in 16 public meetings between May 2008 

and  July 30, 2009. Record Index ##___and ___.   The Planning Commission conducted a 

hearing on Aug 10, 2009 to consider the CAC suitability recommendations and 

recommendations for reserve designations in the county. Record Index #____.  Consensus 

of the Planning Commission endorsed the CAC recommendations. 

 

• The Board adopted Resolution No. 09-112 at their September 10, 2009 public hearing, 

forwarding to Core 4 and the Reserves Steering Committee, urban and rural reserves 

suitability recommendations developed by the Multnomah County (CAC).  Record Index 

#____.  The Board focused on suitability of areas for reserves rather than on designations 

of urban and rural reserves pending information about how much growth can occur within 

the existing UGB and how much new land will be sufficient to accommodate long term 

growth needs. 

 

• The Board adopted Resolution No. 09-153 at their December 10, 2009 public hearing, 

forwarding to Core 4, recommendations for urban or rural reserve for use in the regional 

public outreach events in January 2010.  Record Index #____.  These recommendations 

were developed considering public testimony and information from the Regional Steering 
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Committee stakeholder comment, discussion with Multnomah County cities, and 

information and perspectives shared in Core 4 meetings. Record Index ##___and ___. 

 

• The Board approved the IGA with Metro at a public hearing on February 25, 2010.  

Exhibit #___; Record Index___ [recordings and documents].  Additional public and 

agency input was considered in deliberations including results of the January public 

outreach, results of deliberations by the regional Metropolitan Planning Advisory 

Committee, and interested cities. 

 

Public outreach included three region wide open house events and on-line surveys.  The first 

was conducted in July of 2008 to gather input on the Reserves Study Area Map. Record Index 

#____.  The second occurred in April of 2009, for public input on Urban and Rural Reserve 

Candidate Areas - lands that will continue to be studied for urban and rural reserves. Record 

Index #____.  The third regional outreach effort to gather input on the regional reserves map 

prior to refinement of the final map for Intergovernmental Agreements occurred in January of 

2010. Record Index #____. 

 

The Multnomah County Board of Commissioners heard briefings on the reserves project on 

2/14/08, 4/16/09, and 8/20/09, and conducted public hearings indicated above.  The Planning 

Commission conducted a public hearing on 8/10/09 and received regular briefings during the 

reserves project. Record Index #____.  

 

Public testimony has been an important element in the process and has been submitted to 

Multnomah County in addition to public hearings in several ways including open house 

events that took place in July of 2008, April of 2009, and January of 2010, and in testimony 

provided at CAC meetings.  Record Index ##___and ___. 

 

GOAL 2: LAND USE PLANNING 

To establish a land use planning process and policy framework as a basis for all decision and 

actions related to use of land and to assure an adequate factual base for such decisions and 

actions. 

 

The County’s Plan policies and map amendments put in place the framework needed to carry 

out the objectives of the reserves plan by identifying areas where rural resources will be 

protected from urbanization.  The County rural plan has been coordinated with Metro’s urban 

plan to identify where urbanization should occur during the 50 year plan.  The County’s 

policies and map ensure that rural reserve areas will remain rural and not be included within 

urban areas.  The amendments further contain policies and strategies to support the on-gong 

planning processes to facilitate availability of urban reserve areas for urban use as 

appropriate.     

 

Coordination with Multnomah County Cities 

Understanding the land needs and service potential of cities is of critical importance because 

the County would look to a city to provide urban governance and services should areas 

designated urban reserve come into the UGB in the future.  Input from cities with an interest 
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in reserves within Multnomah County during CAC development of the suitability assessments 

and these reserve designations is briefly summarized below.   

 

• Beaverton – The City has indicated that it may be able to provide urban governance 

for areas on the west edge of the county, however whether that city would eventually provide 

these services is uncertain, and timing for resolution of all outstanding issues that would set 

the stage for extending Beaverton governance to this area is likely many years away. 

 

• Gresham – The City indicated in their 2/25/09 letter that areas east of the city should 

continue to be studied for urban reserve, recognizing that the recommendation is made 

without a complete picture of urban land needs. Record Index #____.  There should be some 

rural reserve east of the city, the region should minimize UGB expansions, and the City wants 

to focus on areas within the current UGB.  The City provided a follow up letter dated 

10/24/09 requesting urban reserve between SE 302nd and the Gresham UGB. Record Index 

#____.  That area is shown as urban reserve on the proposed reserves plan map. 

 

• Portland – City coordination efforts have occurred regarding potential reserve 

designations, particularly along the west edge of Multnomah County.  Focus has been on the 

efficiency of providing urban services, and how governance services could be provided by the 

City.  The City has indicated that the county line is an appropriate urban/rural edge, has 

identified service difficulties, the importance of landscape features in the area, and stated their 

interest in focusing limited resources on existing centers, and corridors and employment areas 

rather than along the west edge of the County.  Therefore Portland has recommended rural 

reserve for this area.  

 

• Troutdale – Troutdale requested approximately 775 acres of land for expansion, 

including the area north of Division and east out to 302
nd  

Ave., indicating a need for housing 

land and ability to provide services to the area. Record Index #____.  The proposed plan map 

leaves an approximately 187 acre area adjacent to the city without reserves designation.  

Proposed Policy 5 provides for a review of the reserves plan that can consider this and other 

areas in the region 20 years after the plan is adopted.   

 

Additional agency coordination efforts related to Multnomah County reserves that occurred in 

addition to the regional process included Port of Portland, City of Scappoose, Gresham 

Barlow School District, Sauvie Island Drainage District, and East and West Multnomah Soil 

and Water Conservation Districts. Record Index ##___and ___. 

 

GOAL 3: AGRICULTURAL LANDS 

To preserve and maintain agricultural lands. 

 

Agricultural lands in the county are protected for farm use by existing zoning and plan 

policies, and these are unchanged by the proposed amendments.  The proposed policies and 

map add a new element, rural reserve, that ensures protection from urbanization of farmland 

important to the long-term viability of agriculture in the County.  This protection is consistent 

with the goal of maintaining agricultural lands for farm use.   
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GOAL 4: FOREST LANDS 

To conserve forest lands by maintaining the forest land base and to protect the state's forest 

economy by making possible economically efficient forest practices that assure 

the continuous growing and harvesting of forest tree species as the leading use on forest land 

consistent with sound management of soil, air, water, and fish and wildlife resources and to 

provide for recreational opportunities and agriculture. 

 

Forest lands in the county are protected for forest use by existing zoning and plan policies that 

are unchanged by the proposed amendments.   The proposed policies and map add long-term 

protection from urbanization of Goal 4 resources consistent with this goal by designating 

these areas as rural reserve. 

 

GOAL 5: NATURAL RESOURCES, SCENIC AND HISTORIC AREAS, AND OPEN 

SPACES 

To protect natural resources and conserve scenic and historic areas and open spaces. 

 

The Goal 5 resources in the county are protected by existing zoning and plan policies that are 

unchanged by the proposed amendments.  The reserves factors require consideration of the 

importance of resources of the type that are protected by Goal 5 plans though the Landscape 

Features factors.  The factors also require consideration of how these resource areas could be 

protected when included within urban reserve and subsequently urbanized.  Goal 5 protections  

will apply to land included within the UGB in the future.  The reserves plan considered 

natural and scenic resources as it was developed,  and  existing county protections are 

maintained consistent with Goal 5. Record Index #____. 

 

GOAL 6: AIR, WATER AND LAND RESOURCES QUALITY 

To maintain and improve the quality of the air, water and land resources of the state. 

 

The proposed plan policies and map have no bearing on existing waste management plans and 

are therefore consistent with this goal. 

 

GOAL 7: AREAS SUBJECT TO NATURAL HAZARDS 

To protect people and property from natural hazards. 

 

Existing zoning contains safeguards intended to protect rural development from identified 

hazards.  The factors required consideration of areas of potential hazard including flood, 

landslide, and fire in forming reserves designations. Record Index #____.  Consideration of 

hazard areas in the reserves plan and continuation of existing protections is consistent with 

this goal.   

 

GOAL 8: RECREATIONAL NEEDS 

To satisfy the recreational needs of the citizens of the state and visitors and, where 

appropriate, to provide for the siting of necessary recreational facilities including destination 

resorts. 
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The factors that applied to consideration of rural reserve to protect Landscape Features from 

urbanization include access to recreation areas including trails and parks. Record Index 

#____.  Urban factors consider how parks can be provided in urban reserve areas.  Existing 

plan and zoning provisions for parks are unchanged by the proposed reserves plan.  The 

proposed reserves designations are consistent with Goal 8. 

 

GOAL 9: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

To provide adequate opportunities throughout the state for a variety of economic activities 

vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity of Oregon's citizens. 

 

The proposed urban reserve east of Gresham includes land that has potential to support 

additional economic development. Record Index #____.  This puts in place the potential for 

greater diversity of  economic development in this area while minimizing loss of 

economically important farm land consistent with this goal. 

 

GOAL 10: HOUSING 

To provide for the housing needs of citizens of the state. 

 

The proposed reserves plan increases potential for additional housing opportunity by 

designating additional land as urban reserve consistent with this goal. Record Index #____.  

 

GOAL 11: PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES 

To plan and develop a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and 

services to serve as a framework for urban and rural development. 

 

The reserves factors analysis used in consideration of urban reserve included assessment of 

how efficiently the key public facilities could be provided to potential reserve areas. Record 

Index #____.  Further, the 50 year urban reserve plan allows service planning to occur over a 

longer time frame.  These elements support timely orderly and efficient provision of services 

consistent with this goal. 

 

GOAL 12: TRANSPORTATION 

To provide and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system. 

 

The proposed reserves plan policies and map do not cause any change to the County rural 

transportation system.  Transportation planning to support urban uses within the proposed 

urban reserve east of Gresham will occur at the concept planning stage prior to including 

areas within the UGB.  The relative efficiency of providing adequate transportation services 

in potential reserve areas was considered in the factors analysis.  The proposed plan policies 

and map are consistent with Goal 12. 

 

GOAL 13: ENERGY CONSERVATION 

To conserve energy. 

 

The evaluation of the suitability of land for urban reserve took into account the potential for 

efficient transportation and other infrastructure, and sites that can support walkable, well-
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connected communities.  These are energy conserving approaches to urban development, and 

the proposed urban reserve ranks moderately well on these factors and is consistent with this 

goal. Record Index #____.   

 

GOAL 14: URBANIZATION 

To provide for an orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban land use, to 

accommodate urban population and urban employment inside urban growth boundaries, to 

ensure efficient use of land, and to provide for livable communities. 

 

The reserves plan and policies implement an approach to the transition from rural to urban 

land that increases understanding of the future location of new urban areas and the time to 

plan for the transition.  Urban reserves are expected to thereby improve this process consistent 

with this goal.  

 

GOAL 15: WILLAMETTE RIVER GREENWAY 

To protect, conserve, enhance and maintain the natural, scenic, historical, agricultural, 

economic and recreational qualities of lands along the Willamette River as the Willamette 

River Greenway. 

 

Land planned under this goal in Multnomah County is located along Multnomah Channel and 

is zoned with the county Willamette River Greenway overlay zone.  The reserves plan does 

not change that zoning.  The proposed rural reserve along the channel protects the Greenway 

from urban development during the 50 year plan period, and this protection is consistent with 

the goal. 

  

 

 

 

 

 


